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MATTHEW SHOULTS
As I write this, there has been a wonderful flurry of activities in different areas of school life, reflecting the full range
of student interests and activities. Girls have been taking part in the House Music competition (albeit at a distance),
and I have been delighted by the launch of the online art exhibition for Year 11 and 13 students; please do have a look
at the brilliant portfolios the girls have produced. Last week our summer concert featured a packed hour of
performances, not least some impressive ensembles recorded across different locations, no mean feat to put
together.
Yesterday I chaired a meeting of the new steering group looking at diversity and
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tolerance, drawing together students, staff and alumnae, to help us take forward steps YOUR DIARY
in the year ahead so that girls feel absolutely assured in tackling racism and being
confident when they leave school in their ability to shape the world for the better.
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I am also delighted to announce that we have been chosen as a finalist school for
the Girls’ School of the Year by Independent School Parent Magazine. The judging
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panel have noted in particular the emphasis here on enabling girls to take forward
projects, particularly the Film Festival earlier this year; as such I think this nomination AUG
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reflects the brilliance of the girls in being ambitious and active in their ideas.
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Finally, as the year draws to a close, I would like to express a whole-hearted thanks
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to all of the school staff and to parents. Our teachers and support staff have shown
tremendous dedication since March in responding to shifting sands and complex
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arrangements, and just earlier this week, many of them were gathering after lessons
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to provide further feedback and thoughts on the next set of adaptations (which I
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shared with parents yesterday). I am also very grateful to parents for supporting
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daughters through the challenges of this period, and helping them to feel purposeful
and connected at a time of social dislocation.
I am looking forward eagerly to gathering as a physical school community in the
autumn; in the meantime I wish everyone a very good summer.

GOOD
NEWS

NHEHS SHORTLISTED FOR
INDEPENDENT GIRLS’
SCHOOL OF THE YEAR

We are delighted to have been shortlisted for ‘Girls’ School of the Year’
by Independent School Parent Magazine for their Independent School of
the Year Awards 2020. More here.

FIRST EVER VIRTUAL
SUMMER ART EXHIBITION

We are proud to present our first ever NHEHS virtual Art Gallery, showcasing
our end of year Summer Art Exhibition 2020 online as we celebrate our ALevel & GCSE artists' success, hard work & commitment to their art. We
hope you enjoy visiting it here.

SUMMER CONCERT MAKES
YOUTUBE DEBUT
On June 30th 2020, the Summer Concert was streamed live on YouTube for
NHEHS students, staff, family & friends to enjoy. The concert featured over
60 students from Years 7 to 13, performing either solo items or in one of
our nine different ensembles, & was streamed to 600+ audience members!
Read our report with a link to the concert here.

'TIMELAPSE' - A CREATIVE
WRITING COLLABORATION
WITH HARROW SCHOOL
Some of our Year 10 & 11 girls have been working with pupils from Harrow
School on ‘Timelapse' recently, with the final results of this creative
collaboration to be published in September. More about the project here.
THREE TO REPRESENT NHEHS
IN HISTORICAL FICTION
WRITING COMPETITION 2020
Congratulations to Zareen (Y12), Freya (Y11) & Aniya (Y7) whose work
has been selected to represent NHEHS in the Historical Association’s
Historical Fiction Writing Competition 2020. Read about their inspiration
for writing & their tips for summer historical reading here.
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A SCHOOL OF CONVERSATIONS MR SHOULTS DISCUSSES
LEADERSHIP ON THE LEADERS
COUNCIL PODCAST

The Leaders Council of Great Britain & Northern Ireland is talking to
leadership figures from across the nation to understand ‘leadership’ &
what it means in Britain & Northern Ireland today. As part of this, Mr
Shoults was invited to take part in an episode last week. More here.

DOUBLE SCHOOL GAMES
SPORTS AWARDS FOR NHEHS

We were delighted to hear this week that we have been recognised for our
ongoing commitment & achievement in the School Games Programme during
both the Autumn & Spring Terms 2019/20. More here.

MEDICAL SCIENCES CAREER
WEBINAR ATTRACTS RECORD
140+ STUDENTS
This year our annual Year 12 Medical Sciences Careers Conference went
online for the first time, with the invitation to attend open to both local &
GDST schools. Read Dr Sheldon's report here.
ELIZABETH TAKES GOLD IN
GERMAN OLYMPIAD!
Well done to Year 12's Elizabeth who was selected as the winner of the
German Olympiad organised by Oxford German Network. Read about her
motivation for writing & her entry on climate change in German here.
MILLY -'HIGHLY COMMENDED' IN
‘CLOSE READING’ COMPETITION
Congratulations to Milly also in Year 12 for her success in the English &
Media Centre’s ‘Close Reading’ competition. Discover more about ‘close
reading' & enjoy Milly's entry here.
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SCIENCE OVER THE SUMMER!
Our Science Department have come up with a fantastic list of fun things to do
this summer, especially if you are stuck inside! From moon adventures to Dyson
Challenges to virtual museum & zoo tours, you can travel virtually around the
world to Antarctica, Monterey Bay, CERN, African safaris & more! See the full
list of activities here. We hope you enjoy taking part!
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